Newaukum Prairie Unit - Attachment 2.D DETAILS
349 SR 508, Chehalis, WA 98532, Lewis County
Section 25, Township 13N, Range 2W
Latitude 46° 35’ 01.30” N, Longitude 122° 52’ 05.30” W
Version 200724
LEGEND

- Green circle: Residence(s) – 100 FT buffers
- Blue circle: Well(s) – 100 FT buffers
- Red curved line: Surface Water – 33 FT buffers
- Black curved line: Public Roadways – 10 FT buffers
- Gray square: Driveway/Farm Roads (White line) – No buffer
- Red curved double line: Site Boundaries – 10 FT buffers
- Red circle: Informational Signs
- Pink circle: Access Points
- Black curved double line: Rail Line
- Blue circle: Ground Water Depth Monitoring Point
- Brown circle: Permanent Staging Area
- Green circle: Storage Area